Contractor Vehicle Safety

**PEDESTRIANS on campus**
- **Be alert** PEDESTRIANS have the right of way and are everywhere!
- **Sidewalks** are for Pedestrians
- Maintain **slow speeds** on campus—adjust speed for conditions
- Always **use a spotter** when backing your vehicle

**Emergency Response**
For **FIRE/POLICE/AMBULANCE**
CALL 413-545-3111

Construction projects must maintain vehicle access for emergency vehicles at ALL TIMES

Egresses from building must be safe and accessible at ALL TIMES

**Vehicle Rules and Regulations**
- Do not allow passengers to ride in the rear of trucks
- If blocking traffic contact UMASS Police before work begins
- Adhere to Work-Zone Safety Requirements when working in the road
- Ensure proper licensure for all vehicle operators (including Mass. Hoisting License requirements)
- Follow UMASS Parking restrictions and requirements
- Vehicles are not allowed to idle for more than 5 min unless necessary for the operation being performed

EMERGENCIES call
413-545-3111 (UMass Police)
413-545-2121 (UMass Police Business)

Environmental Health & Safety: 413-545-2682
F&CS Solution Center 413-545-6401
Design & Construction Mgmt 413-545-1383
University Health Services: 413-577-5000
Res. Life Operations Office: 413-545-0812
Parking Services: 413-577-7275